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Used 2016 Mercedes-Benz
S-Class W222 806MY S500 Sedan 4dr 7G-TRONIC + 7sp 4.7TT

Details
Odometer 62258 Kilometers

Colour Diamond White
BRIGHT

Drive Type Rear Wheel Drive

Engine Size 4663

Rego EPT80Y

Stock Number B12712

Description
***Prestige Main Event Sale Ends Saturday***

*** STUNNING 2016 S 500 AMG LINE WITH ONLY 62,000 KMS JUST ARRIVED..!***

Finished in beautiful Diamond White Pearl with Black Leather trim and includes Massage & Dynamic seats
for your comfort!

MUST BE SEEN TO BE APPRECIATED..

All flagship luxury sedans are fantastic, but maybe you want just a little bit more. Take a drive in a 2016
Mercedes-Benz S-Class. We think this iconic sedan is a step above in terms of refinement and luxury,

Effortless driving... That's how the 2016 Mercedes-Benz S-Class feels when you're behind the wheel. The



steering is fairly light, and when equipped with lane-keeping assist and/or Distronic Plus cruise control, it
will even subtly steer the car for you. Still, you'll be surprised at how adeptly this very large sedan and
coupe will hunker down and go around a corner. So well-rounded is the S-Class sedan that it earned an "A"
Rating..

You may think you've enjoyed a comfortable ride before, but it most likely pales in comparison to the
adjustable air suspension fitted as standard to the S-Class. Not only does it iron out bumps, it does so
without a hint of floatiness. Plus, the ride gets even better with the sedan's optional Magic Body Control.
Utilizing a windshield-mounted camera, the car detects bumps and other imperfections in the road ahead
and automatically adjusts the air suspension to compensate. We're not exaggerating when we say that
large speed humps can feel more like pebbles. It certainly feels like magic!!

So arrange your inspection of this rare beauty for yourself today!

We can arrange tailored finance packages to suit all your needs and can assist with interstate transport
for your convenience as well.

Ours is a large multi franchised dealership group across Sydney and our Prestige showroom is located 5
mins from the M2 motorway.

We welcome your enquiry!
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*If the price does not contain the notation that it is "Drive Away No More To Pay", the price may not include additional costs, such as stamp duty and other government

charges. Please confirm price and features with the seller.


